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DECISION and ORDER

This is a seouel  to Decision No. 1593. At the request of
Center City Churches, Inc. (CCC) further hearings were-held before
the Board on Januarv 19 and March 5. 1979. in effect to reonen  the
question of whether-CCC is an employer within the meaning of the
Act. This question was raised by paragraph 3 of a motion to dis-
miss which reads as follows:

"3. All of its involvement with. and resnonsibili-
ties pertaining to, Day Care Centers-stems from  a contract
between it and the State of Connecticut, effective January
1, 1977, specifically the Department of Community Affairs,
such that under saitl contract, and by directive of April
19, 1977 thereafter, all policy relating to personnel
benefits are controlled. without oualification.  bv the
Department of Community-Affairs. -Therefore, Day Care
Center personnel do not come within the provisions of the
Labor Reiations Act: and whatever rights. if anv. such
personnel have within the provisions-of the State  Employee
Relation Act."

The Union did not object to reopening this question and the matter
has now been fully and finally litigated.

The Hearings

At the original hearings (preceding Decision No. 1593),  CCC
sought to show that the degree of control exercised bv the State
of Connecticut Department gf Community Affairs (DC%) &as so exten-
sive that it virtually preempted all of the functions of an employer
leaving CCC as a mere conduit through which those functions were
exercised by DCA. We recognized that DCA's  right of control was
extensive and that the functions of the typical employer were
shared under the arrangement between CCC and DCA. We concluded,
however, that CCC retained enough control over its employees to
qualify it as a statutory employer.
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The two more recent hearings have clarified the situation
somewhat and, in doing so, have left CCC in a weaker position
than it held before. It now appears that the Department o.f Human
Resources (DHR), successor to DCA, permits substantial latitude
to its grantees (e.g., CCC). The State agency acts as dispenser
of State and Federal grants. As such it exercises preemptor
control in two ways over the operations of its grantees: (If how
state appropriations are expended, and (2) whether federal re-
quirements for day care are satisfied.

As the former commissioner of DCA explained:

"This in no way limits the authority of local day
care boards to negotiate contracts with unions. Local
Day Care Boards of Directors have full authority, inso-
far as DCA is concerned, to negotiate fully with unions
and to enter into contracts resulting from those nego-
tiations.
We will, of course, continue to approve program costs
each year charged to state and federal funds, in accord-
ance with prevailing levels of state and federal funding,
and requirements as may be imposed on us governing how
those funds may be expended."

Thus grantees are not limited even in the expenditure of funds for,
e.g., salaries; they are limited to the amount set by DHR so far as
the grant is concerned but they are free to pay higher salaries out
of funds recruited from some other source. See Hamden  Community
Child Care, Inc., Case No. U-4706, Decision No. 1771 (1979).

The guidelines in non-money matters also allow latitude in
many instances. The guidelines, for example. reauire that all dav
care centers observe ?2 specifi&holidays  l'by  closing the center;"
Exh. #36. D. 35-C. But John C. Pickens.  director of the bureau of
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human resources development of DHR, testified that this did not pre-
vent CCC from negotiating with the Union for additional paid holidays
for employees, so long as CCC made some arrangement for providing
the day care service to children and parents on those additional
days (Tr. l/19, 84, 85).

A perusal of the current guidelines (Exh. if36) shows other
areas in which it is apparent, even without explanation, that CCC
has some latitude. See,, e.g., p. 35-B, items 16 and 17.

Faced with unfavorable evidence from State sources, CCC charges
the State with waffling and even duplicity (see br. p. 5). We find
neither. The more detailed evidence at the second set of hearings
seems to us largely a fuller exposition of what we found to be the
substantial gist of earlier evidence.

Center City Churches called witnesses to testify that, whatever
the theorv. the State (DCA and DHR) actuallv exercised ri.gid  control
over the day to day operations of the centers. To supporx  these
sweeping conclusions CCC's  witnesses cited two specific examples.
One concerned the hiring of two employees before approval by DCA,
the other the promotion of a teacher's aide to the post of assistant
teacher.

As for the first, CCC had interviewed applicants for two posi-
tions and decided to hire them if DCA aDDroved.  Forms were filled
out for this purpose but action on them-was  delayed:.  George Wells,
Jr., executive director of CCC, then told hgnos  Stone, executive
director of the day care centers, to "tell  the people she had inter-
viewed that they were hired for the positions," and she did so (Tr.
l/19, 47). The following week representatives of DCA "made  it very
clear that that was improper for me to do; that the salary we were
offering for one of the positions would not be grnnted  by the
Department of Community Affairs. So, we were put into tine position
of having to offer a lower salary than the one that I had directed
Mr6. Stone in fact to offer that person." (Tr. l/19,  p. 47).
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The second incident was the disapproval by DCA of a promotion
proposed  by CCC because the employee had not graduated from high
school and federnl  guidelines required high school graduation for
essistent  tenchcrs in day care  centers.

Nothing about either of those incidents Y:RS  inconsistent with
the evidence at the hearing from State sources. The first concerned
how state aaoronrictions would be exoended.  Since DCA knew that CCCA-* -A

intend.cd to finance the day csre~npe>ntions  wholly from granted
funds it naturally disapproved of an attempt to commit those funds
for a saiary  in excess of the guidelinns. This was apparently all
that was disapproved of; the selection of persons for the jobs was
not a.nd  this of itself  IS some indication of the latitude allowed
CCC under the arrangement.

The second incident is altogether consistent with the State's
other evidence. Where federal guidelines are explicit there is no
room  for local autonomy.

From these two inc!.dents which are altogether congruent with
the State's evidence. CCC's witnesses aonarentlv drew unwarrantedlv
broad conclusions thit  were, at their e&emit&s, incompatible with
the State's evidence. This was done with perfect good faith but
with imperfect logic.

As a result of CCC's obdurate resistance to the Union's posi-
tion in these proceedings the issuance of e bargaining order has
been unconscionably delayed; even now CCC suggests it would be
premature and perhaps it would. CCC's conduct has been as effective
as a dilatory tactic as any we have seen. I\Jo doubt its motives were
pure and delay was not its aim, but that has been the inevitable
result. If bargaining does not commence in the near future we shall
take all available steps to expedite the disposition of whatever
issues remain as obstacles and if they do not appear to be genuine
issues we shall consider the possibility of saddling the costs of
further litigation on CCC.

O R D E R

By virtue of and pursuant to the power vested in the Connecticut
State Board of Labor Relations by the Connecticut State Labor Rela-
tions Act, it is

ORDERED, that Order number 1593 be, and the same hereby is,
affirmed, and further '

ORDERED, that Center City Churches, Inc. show cause, if any it
has, before the Board on Monday August 20, 19'79, at I:30  p.m., at
the Labor Department, 200 Folly Brook Boulevard, ?'/ethersfield, Connec-
ticut, why the Board should not issue an order that CCC bargain
forthwith  with the Union concerning the 'wages,  hours, and conditions
of employment of employees within the bargaining unit.
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BY s/ Fleming James, Jr.
Fleming James, Jr., Chairman

s/ Kenneth A. Stroble
Kenneth A. Strob1.e

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V,Low
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